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The Job Connection
Recently,   guests  of  the   Forestry   Depart-
ment  from  the   Peoples   Republic  of  China
commented  on  the  employment  situation
in   their  country.   Forestry   positions   are
immediately   available  for  each   of  the
several  thousand   graduates  of  forestry
programs.   To  the   Forestry   senior   in   the
United   States,   this   might   sound   like   a
utopian  situation,  especially  if  an  element
of  choice  could   be  added.   We  must,   of
course,   recognize  two   major  differences
between   circumstances  which   prevail   in
the   p.R.C.   and   those   in   the   U.S.   ln
addition   to   a   radically   different   social
system,   the  forest  resource  situation   in
the   PRC   is  desperate.   Thus,   employment
opportunities   are  abundant.
For  the   person   approaching  completion
of  a   forestry   curriculum,   the  transition
from   college  to   a   professional   forestry
career   is   one  of  the   major  junctures  of
life.   lt   involves   a   convergence   of  events
and   actions   which   combine   if  possible
the  greatest  social   readjustment  which
one   encounters.   lt   is,   of  course,   a   shift
which   is   anticipated.   There   is   much   that
one   can   do  to   minimize  the  adverse
impacts   of  the  transition   from   school   to
Career.
A  broad  view
lt   is   useful   to   recognize  the   reciprocal
aspects  of  an   employment  opportunity.
on  one   hand,   a  vacancy  exists   because
some   organization   needs  a   person   with
particular   capabil'lties.   At  this   moment
many  firms   have   need   for   people  with
some  mix  of  forestry-related  competenc'les.
The  reverse  of  this  is  that  there  are  People
available  who   possess  the   needed   skills.
Thus,  the  employment  problem  is  part'lally
one  of  communication   of  market   infor-
mation.   various   institutional   devices,
such   as   sAF's  JOBNET   and   Job   Service
of  Iowa,   do   help  provide  a   link  between
sellers   (the   graduate)   of   skills   and   buyers
(employers)   of  skills.   lt   may   be  especially
helpful   to   consider  the   employer's   per-
spective  when   seeking  a   professional
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position.   What  does  the  employer   need?
What  do  I  have  to  offer?  ls  there  a  match?
There   are   opportunities!   There   are   many
situations  where  these  two  elements  come
together.
The   dominant   characteristic   of  the
current   employment   situation   for   profes-
sional   foresters   is   seen   in   the   context  of
federal   natural   resource   management
agencies.   lt  was   reported   recently  that
more   than   a   third   of  the  foresters   in   the
United   States  were  employed   by  the
federal   government.   At  the   present  time,
however,   hiring   of   professional   foresters
by  federal   agencies   is   negligible.   Directly,
this   must   be   attributed   to   severe   budget
and   personnel   constraints.   ln   forestry   at
the  federal   level   these   have  characterized
the  last  decade  and  there  is  little  prospect
for   significant   improvement   in   the   near
future.   Concerns   other  than   those   related
to   natural   resources,   including   forestry,
have   had   much   higher   priority.   To   some
extent  this   reflects   the   tremendous   gains
which   have   been   achieved   since  the
days   of   Franklin   Hough,   Bernhard   or
Gifford   Pinchot.   Because  of  these  achieve-
ments,   the   public   does   not   perceive  the
nationJs  forest   resource   in   terms   of
crisis.
While  the   states   and   local   governments
are   impacted   by   federal   fiscal   policies,   it
is   at  these   levels  that  some   opportunity
for  forestry   employment   in   the   public
sector  exists.   The  effects  of  economic
conditions   on   individual   states   varies   tre-
mendously.
This   is   a   period   of   rapid   change   in
the  forest  products  industries.   High  interest
rates   and   drastically   reduced   construction
activity   in   the   early   l980's   caused   a
severe   recession   in   building   products.
Many  firms   have   recovered,   but  operate
in   a   "lean   and   mean"   state.   However,
mergers,   reorganjzation   and   consoljdatjon
are  developments  which   sometimes   gen-
erate  new  openings.   Certainly,   new  prod-
ucts   and   new   manufacturing   plants   mean
a   need   for   competent   personnel.   lt  can
be   beneficial   to   watch   activity   in   the
forest   products   industries   closely.
Opportunities  for  forestry   employment
in   the   private   sector   are   not   by   any
means   confined   to   wood   products   indus-
tries.   Any   organization   with   responsibility
for  the   management   and   use  of  land
may  benefit  from  the  services  of  a  forester.
Utilities,    railroads,    mining   or   petroleum
companies   should   not   be   overlooked.   A
person   with   a   forestry   background   is   in
a   position   to   contribute   significantly   to
any  of  a  wide  variety  of  trade  associations
or   conservation   interest  groups.   We   cer-
tainly  do   not  want  to  deprive  them   of
our   services.   Another   category   which
warrants   consideration   includes   firms
engaged   in   consulting   and/or   contracting
work.   Some   growth   has   occurred   in   this
area   as   public   agencies   have   shifted
more   work  to  the   private  sector.
Career   opportunities  for   professional
foresters   do   exist   with   a   great  variety   of
potential  employers.  Many  need  the  unique
blend   of  competencies  which  the  forester
has   to   offer.   The   challenge,   for  the
graduate,   is  to   find   them.
Iowa  State  Experience
An   informal   survey  of  people   who
have   graduated   within   the   preceding
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year   has   been   made  each  fall.   Several
graduates  continue  their  education   or
enter   military   service.   ln   addition,   there
are  one  or  two  for  whom  we  have  no
information.   Excluding  these   people   and
considering  those   ''available  for  employ-
ment,''   we   have  found   with   surprising
consistency  that  about  85o/o  are  employed
in  forestry-related   positions.   Somewhat
more  than   half  have  been   in   potentially
permanent  jobs.   However,   the  proportion
in  explicitly  temporary  positions   increased
this   past  year.   Information   as  to  what
ultimately  becomes  of  people  in  temporary
jobs   is   deficient.   Probably   about   half
wind   up   in   forestry-related   occupations,
but  this  cannot  be  supported  with   data
currently   available.
A   majority   of   initial   jobs   following
graduation   are  technician   positions   rather
than   professional   roles.   This   seems   ac-
ceptable   if  viewed   as  an   internship  phase
on   the  way  to  assuming   professional
responsibilities.   Hopefully,   a   forestry
graduate  will   not  become  trapped   in   a
technician   capacity.
People   earning  MS  and   PhD   degrees
in   Forestry   have   been   quite   successful   in
finding  employment,   though   a   perfect
record   cannot  be  claimed.
lt   is   increasingly   apparent  that   work
experience  prior  to  graduation   is  essential.
lt   is   in   this   area   that   remarkable   success
has   been   achieved.   About  90o/o   of  those
who   have   sought  assistance  from   the
Forestry   Department  had   summer  jobs   in
1985.
Strategy
There   is   much   that  the   undergraduate
can  do to  enhance  prospects for  permanent
professional   employment.   A  thoughtful
person   can   develop   a  strategy  which
will   be   productive   in   terms   of   reaching
one's   career  objectives.   Here  are   some
elements  which   might   be   part  of  such   a
strategy.
1.   The  job   search   process   may   begin
quite   early.   Choices   you   make   re-
garding  curriculum   and   your  own
long   range  goals  are   part  of  this.
Accumulate  information  about  potential
employers.
2.   Monitor  changes  occurring   in  the
natural   resource  arena.   What  trends
are  evident?   How  will   these  affect
your  choices  and   opportunities?
3.   Remember  that  you   will   be   hired,
not  because  you  want  to  work  in  the
Colorado   Rockies,   but  because  you
can   provide  some  essential   services
to  an  employer.   What  do  you   have
to  offer?
4.   You  may  have  access  to  more  sources
of  assistance  and   information  than
will   be   available   at  any   other  time.
Exploit  these.
5.   Take  advantage  of  internships  or  other
opportunities   for   interaction   with   po-
tential   employers.
6.   Direct  face  to  face  contact  with   po-
tential   employers   may  be  especially
productive.   A   carefully   planned   ex-
pedition   for  this   purpose   can   be  well
worth  the  time  and   expense.
And  to  alumni
The   most  consistent  source  of   informa-
lion   concerning  employment  opportunities
has   been   our  own   alumni.   ln   some   in-
stances,   all   alumnus   is   jn   a   position   to
receive  applications  for  a  job   and  to
consider   lSU   graduates.   More   frequently,
alumni   provide   leads   to   vacancies.   Both
are   extremely   helpful   and   much   ap-
preciated.
Finally,  to  the  undergrads
There  are  jobs  out  there!   Good   jobs!
But  they   won't  just  drop   in   your   lap
when   you   pick   up   your   diploma.   lt  will
take   a   good   deal   of  effort,   ingenuity
and   perseverance  on  your  part.   But  you'll
find  a  job  that's  right  for  you.  Happy  hunt-
ing!
Fred  Hopkins
